New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Justice League: The Flashpoint Paradox We all wish for the chance to go
back in time and change the things, for The Flash, that coveted chance is
within reach. He traverses time to right a violent, decades-past crime against
his mother, but the ripples of his good intentions prove disastrous, as a
fractured, alternate reality now exists in place of the familiar one. Stumbling
through this twisted reality where even Superman is nowhere to be found,
The Flash seeks the trusted wisdom of Batman, only to find a grittier, more
violent Dark Knight in his place. Together with the help of Cyborg, they race
to restore the continuity of Flash's original timeline while this new world is
ravaged by a fierce war between Wonder Woman's Amazons and the
Atlanteans, led by a battle hardened Aquaman. With breath taking action
and an all-star voice cast featuring Kevin Conroy, C. Thomas Howell and
Dana Delany, When The Flash uses his gift for speed to travel back in time
and prevent a tragedy that befell his family, he inadvertently creates an
alternate reality that shakes the superhero universe. Now, with Superman
nowhere in sight, The Flash teams up with a more sinister Batman (now
Thomas Wayne) and powerful Cyborg in a bid to set the present right.
Meanwhile, Wonder Woman's Amazon army clashes with Aquaman's
Atlanteans in a brutal war that quickly spins out of control. Warner
G.I. Joe: Retaliation The Joes reteam to prevent Cobra from achieving total
world domination in this sequel that picks up shortly after the events of G.I.
Joe: The Rise Of Cobra. The Nanomite threat has been neutralized, and the
U.S. government has imprisoned Cobra Commander and Destro in an
inescapable subterranean prison. When the leader of Pakistan is
assassinated, the U.S. president (Jonathan Pryce) calls on the Joes to secure
Pakistan's nuclear warheads before they fall into enemy hands. In the wake
of successfully completing their mission, however, the Joes are decimated in
a devastating surprise attack. When the smoke clears, Roadblock (Dwayne
Johnson), Lady Jaye (Adrianne Palicki), and Flint (D.J. Cotrona) are the sole
survivors. They're convinced that something is amiss in the White House, and
as Lady Jaye theorizes that an imposter is pretending to be the commander
in chief, bad guys Storm Shadow (Lee Byung-hun) and Firefly (Ray
Stevenson) team up to break Cobra Commander (Luke Bracey) out of prison.
Later, as Storm Shadow retreats into the mountains to recover from burns
incurred in the extraction, Snake Eyes (Ray Park) and Jinx (Elodie Yung)
manage to capture the elusive white ninja, in the process discovering a
shocking secret about his past and learning that Zartan (Arnold Vosloo),
posing as the president, has called an international summit to discuss
nuclear disarmament in order to bring the leaders of the world to their
knees before the diabolical Cobra Commander. Now, as Cobra holds the
entire globe hostage with a revolutionary new weapon placed on satellites
orbiting the planet, it's up to the Joes and a trustworthy old friend to save
the day. Paramount
Dragons Riders of Berk Part 1 & 2 Buckle up for more high-flying action and
fire-breathing fun with this thrilling debut of the animated TV series based
on the Academy Award-nominated hit movie How To Train Your Dragon! The
epic story of Hiccup, Toothless and his fearless friends continues with 4
explosive episodes filled with all-new adventures and exciting,
never-before-seen dragons. When it comes to action and excitement, the
sky's the limit in this high-flying animated TV series based on the Academy
Award-nominated hit movie How To Train Your Dragon. Fox/Dreamworks
War Flowers In an inspired story of tragedy and love during the Civil War, a
mother and daughter desperately struggle to survive . Until an unlikely
connection saves their family. Starring Christina Ricci (Sleepy Hollow,
Monster), Bren Foster (Days of Our Lives, Bad to the Bone), Tom Berenger
(Inception, Training Day, Major League) and Jason Gedrick (Backdraft,
Promised Land). This is the only Gabriella Poppa video. Green Apple
Trance A thieving art auctioneer seeks the help of an alluring
hypnotherapist in order to repair his damaged memory and recover the
treasured Goya painting that he stashed following a brazen heist in this
kinetic thriller reteaming Oscar-winning director Danny Boyle with
screenwriter John Hodge. Adapted from the 2001 made-for-television
feature by writer/director Joe Ahearne (who collaborated with Hodge on
the screenplay), Trance finds prominent art auctioneer Simon (James
McAvoy) dealing with brain damage after he teams with crime boss Franck
(Vincent Cassel) to steal a Goya from an auction, then tries unsuccessfully to
double-cross his fierce accomplice. In response, Franck knocks Simon
unconscious with a vicious blow to the skull, wiping out any memory
concerning the whereabouts of the prized painting. When Simon claims to
have no recollection of where he hid the stolen masterpiece, Franck and his
crew grudgingly agree to let talented hypnotherapist Elizabeth (Rosario
Dawson) try and pinpoint its location. Now, the deeper Elizabeth probes into
Simon's subconscious, the more complex the mystery seems to grow. Fox
The Korean War 60th Anniversary After 60 years, this game-changing war
still resonates today with the U.S. troops presence in South Korea and the
nascent nuclear threat from the North. This collection of documentary
footage chronicles the roots of the conflict as it blossomed into a protracted
war that took a heavy toll in American blood and treasure. The immediacy of
combat and major conflicts are brought vividly to life, capturing the impact
of this war on a generation and an entire region. Mill Creek
Dark Power Two FBI agents uncover a vast conspiracy when they reluctantly
team up to investigate the murder of a big city mayor and his chief
opponent. Upon learning that a "secret society" is responsible for the
rampant corruption in the city, the agents race to uncover the facts and find
that no one - not even family - can be trusted. Sean Patrick Flannery,
Kristianna Loken, and Morgan Fairchild star. Green Apple

